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 Also I put the code in the very beginning of the file. Now everything is loaded and initialized at the very beginning. In the file above, run again the command "python switchbot.py" to test your bot. Make sure it works. There are many lines of code in the above code. Here is a brief description of what it does: Takes the input from keyboard (If you have a webcam, you can also use it) Code that works
in the tutorial that I'm following is very different from mine. Run the command "import cv2" to load OpenCV. This is where the code fails for me: line 11. After I imported cv2, this is what I get in the console window of Python: Code Traceback (most recent call last): File "switchbot.py", line 11, in cv2.namedWindow("error", cv2.WINDOW_BORDER) cv2.error:

/opt/local/Library/Frameworks/Python.framework/Versions/2.7/Extras/lib/python/cv2/cv2.so: undefined symbol: Py_ZeroStruct I'm using OpenCV Version 2.4.9 with python 2.7.6 I have the same OpenCV libraries installed and python 2.7.6 Just to note: I have OpenCV Python bindings installed to: /opt/local/Library/Frameworks/Python.framework/Versions/2.7/Extras/lib/python/ I've tried to
reinstall OpenCV, but that didn't help. I've also tried to reinstall python, but it didn't help. I'm not sure what to do next. Any ideas? Please don't downvote me just because I didn't provide a code, or because you think I'm a noob. I'm looking for a solution and not a lecture. As I say in the beginning, I'm new to programming and I really don't understand a lot of the things going on. I've searched the web

and found a lot of information, but nothing worked so far. So, if I'm being annoying here, please ask me to elaborate more, so that you can help me. I've read the tutorial you have posted, but I can't understand it. I tried to follow your tutorial 82157476af
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